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About This Game

Experience the mesmerizing world of Dreii, the award-winning collaborative physics
conundrum.

Dreii is a puzzling game about skill, logic and friendship. It subtly connects players in real-time across the world, to help one
another in a battle against gravity.

Build a Tower. The mission is simple. But once again, things get in the way... Explosives, thunderstorms, completely
incompetent colleagues. Oh, and have you heard of this thing called gravity?

Play with your friends. Dreii automatically connects all screens across all platforms. This means you can even play
with your friends who have Dreii on their mobiles.

Speak in 19 Languages. Dreii features an universal communication tool which allows players to speak to others,
wherever they are in the world.
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Let's Dance! One of the best thing about Dreii is how it sounds. Each player has its very own instrument. Avatars work
together to form Dreii's unique universal orchestra, creating a unique musical landscape, inspired by archaic instruments
and ancient melodies.

Uber Swiss Design. Dreii is designed to be as universal as possible. However, in a strange way it's also very Swiss,
where it was made. Clean typography, minimalism with attention to detail. Maybe that is why it has won the European
Design Award.
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Title: Dreii
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Etter Studio
Publisher:
Etter Studio
Release Date: 2 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Dutch,Greek,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified
Chinese,Swedish,Turkish
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epic
4\/4. I really wanted to like this game, but even with the options getting a good control of your ship with the mouse is a mess.
Maybe this game is fun with a gamepad or joystick, but with the mouse it is unplayable.. Simply put, this gem is a blast from the
past. With it's Sega Megadrive-style graphics and classic arcade 16-bit console gameplay, this is pure uncomplicated fun. The
shoot em up genre has become obsessed with bullet-hell type of games. So, Satazuis avoids this by being just a high action, but
well structured game.

The game does borrow from classics like R-Type, Gradius and others. But it stands up in it's own right. It even allows you to
save your replays, so you can relive those moments when you was zoning, dodging bullets like Neo from the Matrix.

This is a fun game, just honest and true 16-bit/arcade style action. Buy with confidence.. A mix of multiple old school shooters
like Serious Sam and Duke Nukem. It's made by 1 guy and is a low price so don't expect AAA story and graphics - but what you
do get is a really fun game! I had a blast playing through it! I can tell some love went into making this game! Over 4 hours of
action in the campaign only, well worth it for the price I got on sale! The first game was good but this was way better. Heck - he
even put in a Nazi plot twist in the game!. I saw the game updated today May 5th 2019 and went to check it out, my 21 hour
save game is gone :(
So that is pretty bad but not the end of the world as it is a really fun little puzzler.
 People have started review bombing this game because it is being given away on another market place, in my mind that should
not effect if the game gets recommended or not ! I can honestly say I do recommend the game if you like cartoony puzzle games
with a lemmings feel about it (only better). It's sad to see such a good game review bombed when it has been out for many years
and probably no longer generates much revenue, you can't blame the dev' for letting epic use it and therefor getting payed in the
process. Perhaps the extra money will help them develop another game ?!
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hmmmm So.....
Epic game
Great graphics
Still more to come :). Its a good game yes, what would make it better is better graphics and mechanics
thats really it but its fun!
So yes I do recommend it good game and doesnt deserve the mostly negative. Like Super Meat Boy in 3D form at 3x speed. Uh!
Gross mess of sound of graphics. Devs have gone out of their way to produce hard to distinguish graphics and sounds that grate
and annoy.

Looks like it might be a good game, but buried under so much crud as it make it very very annoying to play.. This game has
some of the most satisfying shooting I've ever experienced. It's not very realistic whatsoever, but shooting the guns and rolling
around is just the best feeling. Buy it when ever you've got the extra cash for it. It's so much fun.. This is brain candy, and my
brain loves candy!!. A soft-serve cone from McDonalds is priced at 50 cents. This game is 50 cents. So the question is, "Do I get
more enjoyment out of this than I would from a McDonalds soft-serve cone?". As they have said there needs to be more
Darkthrone and more black metal in general PLEASE. TL;DR: Not flashy, not tactical; pure and unadulterated grand strategy
with a beautiful atmosphere and deep, satisfying mechanics. Easily worth twice the price.

This game is everything I've wanted in space grand strategy since I played Empire at War at age 10. The atmosphere, conveyed
by the cleverly-animated background, the consistent and beautiful UI style, and the brilliant but subtle music, is reminiscent of
DEFCON: Everybody Dies. While the game might appear simplistic and shallow on the surface, the variety and quality of the
maps and a well-thought-out, perfectly balanced array of game mechanics makes it infinitely re-playable, especially with
friends.

A must for: anyone who wanted to be Ender, who likes DEF CON, or who thinks that the Galactic Map was the best
part of Star Wars: Empire at War. This game is effectively the same as playing SWEaW in Galactic Map and always
using autoresolve (but, of course, much better balanced for that purpose).

Avoid it if: you preferred Call of Duty: Modern Warfare to Supreme Commander in 2007, or if what you most
appreciate most in Total War games is watching the little men fight.
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